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Hardware/Software Partitioning

7 tasks → 27 possible solutions, and more if accounting for variants/versions of each task or clusters! 2



Task Granularity for Holistic HW/SWPartitioning
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How can we enable tasks with flexiblegranularity? Mix up statements, loopbodies, functions...
How can we merge and split tasks whilekeeping as much as possible the originalsource code?
How can we expose data communication,and create clusters of tasks across shareddata?

(...)
convolve2d(output, filter, image_gray);
filter[0] = 1;filter[1] = 2;//...filter[7] = -2;filter[8] = -1;
convolve2d(output, filter, temp_buf);
combthreshold(image_gray, temp_buf, output);
(...)

Possible code region for offloading?



Our Task Graph Formulation
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AST Transformation Task Graph Transformation
Function Inlining Merging Tasks
Function Outlining Splitting a Task

void F1(int *A, int *B, int *C, int *D) {F2(A, B);
for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {F3(A, C[i]);F4(B, C[i]);}
for (int i = 0; i < 500; i++) {F5(A, B);F6(A);}
F7(A, B, D);}



Exposing Data Communication
Multigraph with one data item peredge, with its size and communicationcost
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Find the cluster of tasks that modifythe same data item

Find nearby tasks that use copies ofthe data item



Task Graph Properties
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• Subgraph level ofparallelism: ratio of thesubgraph’s critical path andits total number of tasks

• Dataflow regions: pairs oftasks with a producer-consumer relationship maysuggest the presence of adataflow region



Tool Flow
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Clava is available on GitHub: github.com/specs-feup/clavaTask Graph extension will be open-sourced in the very near future!

github.com/specs-feup/clava


Concluding Remarks
Hierarchical Task Graph as an overlayof the AST
Enables creation of arbitrary clusterswith flexible granularity while preservingsource code
Exposes data communication andtraceability between tasks
Experimental results for Rosetta andMachSuite show potential inparallelizing tasks and exploitingdataflow regions 8

Ongoing work: performpartitioning and codeoptimization as a single-passholistic process



Thank you for listening!


